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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Title: Connecting Flow: Saida Edition 

 

 

My thesis revolves around identifying what defines a resilient city and how to achieve 

doing so in a dying city like Saida through creating tangible and intangible connections 

between the Old Saida Region and the Great Saida Region, and between the youth and 

the older, more traditional generation. All of which happens through cultural continuity 

and through the concept of “Flow”, by creating an optimal experience. 

 

My project is all about connectivity, connecting the old and the new, connecting 

through knowledge, generations, the people, and the crafts of Saida. Also, connecting 

and weaving into the existing context through an architectural scale and an urban scale. 

My project is a lighthouse to show people what to innovate and how to do so through 

luring them in. All of which I use to achieve cultural continuity. 

 

As a proposal to strengthen the connections in the city of Saida, these are to happen 

through a new typology connection to existing morphology, which is the oriental souk 

typology in the case of Saida. Through that, the project creates tangible and intangible 

connections between the old and the new. 
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  a. Thesis Summary 
  b. Thesis Proposal
  c. Thesis Questions
  d. Thesis Objectives

01 Thesis 



a. Thesis Summary 

My thesis revolves around identifying what defines a resilient city and how to achieve doing so in a dying city like Saida 
through creating tangible and intangible connections between the Old Saida Region and the Great Saida Region, and be-
tween the yoth and the older, more traditional generation. All of which happens through cultural continuity and through 

the concept of “Flow”, by creating an optimal experience.





My project is all about connectivity, connecting the old and the new, connecting through knowledge, generations, the 
people, and the crafts of Saida. Also, connecting and weaving into the existing context through an architectural scale and 
an urban scale. My project is a lighthouse to show people what to innovate and how to do so through luring them in. All 

of which I use to achieve cultural continuity.   





b. Thesis Proposal

As a proposal to strengthen the connections in the city of Saida, these are to happen through a new 
typology connection to existing morphology, which is the oriental souk typology in the case of Saida. 
Through that, the project creates tangible and intangible connections between the old and the new. 



c. Thesis Questions 

How to connect between the old and the new? 

How to intervene on the periphery of a cultural, coastal city? 

How to yse architecture to strengthen the culture of a city to ensure its continuity? 



d. Thesis Objectives 

- to bridge between the old and the new

- to compliment what’s already existing and to make it continue

- to act as a catalyst and transform dying arts and crafts through innovation 
and contemporary methods 

- to create new modes/methods in order to attract the youth back into the city    
and to connect the city 

- to create integration between man, modernity, tradition, and urban space; 
proving that creating a network is key to the whole situation



a. Old, Cultural Cites: Connected 
b. Old, Cultural Cites: Disconnected 
c. Old, Cultural Cites: Methods of Intervention
d. Case Study: Tanta City, Egypt

02 Cultural Cities  



Historic city centers are known to be the heart of the city with their historical characteristics represented 
through physical and spiritual elements that form an image and an urban pattern, which consist of the street 
network and zoning. They reflect the city identity and are core to many residential, economic and cultural 
activities. 

They have an important role in sustaining the cultural and historical dimensions of the city in terms of shap-
ing of the urban fabric and its implications for the social, cultural and economic structure of community. 

Historic city centers are the origin of urban structure indicating the architectural importance of the center in 
its unique architectural features. They are the base to the formation of the urban fabric and the aspects of 
life embodied in its planning, streets, and buildings. 

They contain the cultural heritage of the cities and all the social aspects of the city. It is important to note 
that social life needs to continue in such centers because they are the urban nodes which have continued to 
prove their authenticity to the present day.

These centers usually are categorized into settlements of two kinds: those that has adapted to the rest of 
the city (connected), and those which, due to the growth of the city, are now part of a larger structure (dis-
connected). 

a. Old, Cultural Cities: 

 Connected  



b. Old, Cultural Cities: 

 Disconnected  

Through history, these areas have been subjected to many political, economic and physical variables in 
order to meet the requirements of contemporary urban development, which have negatively affected their 
physical structure, social composition, and economic structure.

The city’s urban center began to lose its value when the historical centers became exposed to the pressure 
of contemporary urban development which caused many changes in the physical structure of these centers, 
as well as changes in their social and economic structures. 

Some urban development projects have changed the land use, which in turn changes the fabric of the urban 
structure wherever the historic traditional fabric cannot accommodate modern movement patterns. 

The appearance also changes in those areas where developments have ignored the historical content and 
replaced large parts of the urban fabric by structural patterns and styles of architecture that are not com-
patible with the value of the place and its history.



c. Old, Cultural Cities: Methods of In-

tervention

When dealing with historic, cultural centers, the physical environment of the historical center is considered, 
ignoring the social and economic situations. Thus, urban development processes in historical centers must 
be geared to preserving the urban character of the region, protecting the existing heritage and its original-
ity, with a focus on human beings too. They should focus on buildings of heritage value in order to balance 
social and economic concerns.

The aim is to create a methodology for the urban renewal of historic commercial areas, making them more 
effective and more responsive to the requirements of future developments- in order to create a connection 
between the old and the new. In other words, to revitalize the effective role of these areas in the commercial 
activities of the city, while preserving their historical value and distinctive urban character.

In conclusion, old city centers must work on their physical planning to ensure their cultural, social, and 
economic continuity. According to the International Federation of Housing and Planning, the methods in the 
coming slide were defined to occur with the physical planning of cities/ for sustainable heritage develop-
ment.





d. Case Study: 
 Tanta City, Egypt



a. Why Saida?
b. Saida’s Fabric Through Time 
c. Saida’s Culture in Layers 
d. Saida: Cultural Modernity 

03 Saida 



a. Why Saida?

Saida is a coastal, historic city located in the South of Lebanon. Its relationship with the sea has always  
been a key of importance- it was a target for many empires and civilizations. Saida is diverse and rich with 
its cultural heritage. It played a major role in commercial activities. However, these commercial activities 
are slowly fading and the city is slowly dying today.

Other than its location, what is unique about Saida, is that it is a city whose people are a proactive part 
of it. Saida is a city that has a special relationship with its people in which they always have that sense of 
belonging. 

Throughout history, Saida has been known to be a resilient city. Unfortunately today, especially with the 
rise of the Great Saida Region, Saida is just a city connecting the capital-Beirut- to the South Region of 
the country. The city is on the verge of losing its strong core and its resilience.

What opened up my eyes to such a city was the fact that I came back from Beirut to live in it because of 
the pandemic (defined earlier as a shock) and experience it differently- which got me thinking about the 
previously listed thesis questions. 



b. Saida’s Fabric through Time

Saida went from agrarian lands to urban and industrial ones. It flourished and grew in contradiction to its 
natural environs. This change in land use created a change in the way the city is occupied which in turn 
created a change in the way people saw the city. 

The change in fabric created an east-west disconnection, hence a weak connection and degradation between 
Old Town Saida and Great Saida and the sea. 





c. Saida’s Culture in Layers

Saida has been unable to cope with the growing and multidimensional urban problems due 
to its serious limitations. 

The key to proper management is to look at Saida’s potential  characteristics and how they 
can be used to fix the problems created by the current shocks and stresses it is facing in or-
der to achieve urban resilience.

Here, I define what Saida is today through its society, economy, and resources, the main 
shocks which are economic and social mainly and stresses its facing, and potential solutions 
which would happen through Local Community Deveopment, Local Economic Development, 
and Resource Management and Conservation.





d. Saida: Cultural Modernity

Traditional vs Youth Society: 
Certain social aspects related to Saida are either shared that they unite both societies to-
gether or they differ so much, keeping both societies separate.These social aspects include 
religion, education, society, family, and cultural heritage.  The key is to find that 'in between' 
which can satisfy both societies in order to create resilience.

Flow Concept:
As a conclusion, the focus must be on integration. We must learn how to reunite ourselves 
with other entities around us, without losing our individuality. The individual’s purpose should 
merge with universal flow.





a. Coastal Cities: Connected 
b. Reconnecting the Disconnected: Cultural   
 Heritage- Coast
c. Reconnecting the Disconnected: City- Coast
d. Case Studies

04 Coastal Cities  



Recently, coastal cities have been going through physical and conceptual transformations that concern the 
relationship between the city and the port/sea. There is a lack of historical substance of what is and can be 
meant by ‘culture’ and ‘identity’, as we as, there are various interpretations of the character and meaning 
of city-port/sea systems and spaces.

The challenges small cities are currently facing with the rise of technological progress and the new pattern 
of urban functions clarified by local conditions (like population distributions and modifying accessibility)  are 
changing the  nature of city-port/sea connections. To add more, there is the emergence of the cultural factor 
alongside the decline of socioeconomic functionalism. 

The changing balance between physical design, functional planning, and cultural significance during the 
four decades (1960s till 1990s) have seen the initiation and global spread of waterfront redevelopment in 
city-ports. Throughout these centuries of change, the evolution of the city-port/sea connectivity acted as an 
important instrument for progress in the port and the city growth.

In all coastal cities, a common denominator is the port function, which explains the settlement origin, its 
physical and socioeconomic expansion.

a. How do Coastal City Centers    
 Connect to their Surroundings? 



b. Reconnecting the Disconnected:   
 Cultural Heritage- Coast

According to the Special Project for Safeguarding Cultural Heritage convened by the National Research 
Council, connecting the coast with cultural heritage happens through an economic feature, namely the dom-
inance of mass-oriented tourist facilities, must be recognized when attention concentrates on how coastal, 
cultural heritage may be used as a resource for further development. 

The duo “cultural heritage—landscape” may be regarded as a starting point for the design of new, sustain-
ability-aware, development patterns. These patterns would link places of major cultural and landscape in-
terest, enhancing their value in the process. 

In fact, cultural heritage would lead to a wider role for tourism through the implementation of culturally 
oriented consumption patterns, coupled with the diffusion of tourist uses in those inland areas most richly 
endowed with cultural heritage of great interest. 



According to  AIVP on sustainable port-city relationships, the principles of connectivity are as follows:
The reconnection is not just physical, but also social and economical. The main aim of reconnecting isn’t 
just to develop green public spaces, cultural venues or mixed-use and housing developments (beautiful 
waterfront), but also to develop a productive waterfront, where the industries are considered important for 
the city and the effort has to be made for the compatibility and coexistence between the port and the city. 

The main innovation of such principles is the coexistence of port and urban activities in terms of:

Urban revitalization: the creation of the opportunity of a waterfront project which releases a considerable 
space for new districts in the city and reconfigures of the active port- taking into account the urban needs 
and the harbor related activities

Program (architecture scale): the creation of public space and leisure activities, in addition to mixed- use 
and housing which are very often linked with a landmark cultural project

Heritage: the connection with the history of the port is one of the most effective and accepted strategies- 
emphasized later in the case studies 

Social Events: to attract attention and complement the programs in which the focus is put on the port or 
the port acts as a background- this results the harbor image being introduced in the life of the inhabitants

c. Reconnecting the Disconnected:   

 City-Coast 





d. Case Studies



a. Case Studies: Analysis and Synthesis 
b. Old Town Saida: What Works Best?
 Position of Intervention
c. Where Does the Narrative Take Place?

05 Old Town Saida



a. Case Studies: 

  Analysis and Synthesis  



b. Old Town Saida: What Works Best?
  Position of Intervention 





c. Where Does the Narrative Take Place?

Cultural heritage is a part of the past which we select in the present for contemporary purposes. It helps 
to promote people’s sense of identity and place attachment. There are many links between heritage values 
with other dimensions such as economic, social, natural and political. The connection between people and 
their heritage can be used for the better protection of their heritage.

Any development plan cannot only be limited to intervening on the waterfront, it must consider how to link 
the sea with the rest of the city and its residents. In addition, a full, physical integration between port and 
city will not be possible, but the social integration of the seaports should be considered as an important goal.
Hence, it is important to define cultural significance in coastal areas.

Saida is a port city which played an important economical and transitional role, this faded with the imple-
mentation of a road leading to Beirut in 1863. This resulted with Saida to struggle with the subsequent 
decline of its port activities. In addition, because of the change in its urban fabric, Saida lost its connection 
with the sea. 

The aim of my project is to reconnect Saida to the sea and to reconnect the Old Town to the rest of the city. 
The reconnection will take place through weaving and re-stitching the city together. In addition to that, a 
connection between the old and the modern will be created, emphasizing that the old will always be the 
cultural heart of the modern. 





a. Old Town Saida vs Great Town Saida
b. Old Town Saida vs Great Town Saida: 
 Creating  a Network 
c. Network Activation 

06 Creating Connections



a. Old Town Saida 
              vs
 Great Town Saida



b. Old Town Saida vs Great Town Saida:
  Creating a Network

Human Experience 

I reach to the conclusion that to reach urban resil-
ience, a human experience must be created- one 
that creates a sense of belonging and a connection 
between man and architecture.



c. Network Activation: Oriental Souk



a. Significance to Saida 
b. Location and Dimensions 
c. Why Bab El Saray Square?
d. A Tour in the Square: Architecture 
e. A Tour in the Square: Ambience 
f. Bab El Saray Square’s Culture in Layers 

07 Bab El Saray Square 



a. Significance to Saida   

The Square housed the Saray of Prince Fakhreddin, the Al-Irfan Printing Press, and the Bab 
El Saray Mosque- the oldest mosque in Old Saida.

The vendors coming from Horan used to spread out in the Bab El Saray Square, where they 
used to sell their grain and other goods (eg. fruits) in that space which helped to establish 
an active commercial movement in it.

Moreover, the Square adapted to so many uses throughout history: it was used for protests, 
municipality elections and campaigns, events that took place during Eid, national holidays,…, 
protection from war as underground bunkers were built, and it usually transforms into an 
outdoor café and a restaurant during the month of Ramadan.



b. Location and Dimensions   

It is located in the center of Old Saida, where three streets intersect, and 
on the fourth side is the Khan Al-Franj wall where the large gate is.

It is important to note that the Square and the Old Town of Saida are 
known for their virtue on inaccessibility, as the entrances and the path-
ways are only limited to pedestrians. 





c. Why Bab El Saray Square? 

It is one of the largest and oldest squares of Old Saida.
It creates a courtyard typology and the pathways that lead to it are all so different, 
creating a unique experience.
It was the most crowded area of   the city with pedestrians roaming around, despite 
its smallness- today, this is no longer there.  
Celebrations and public meetings were held in it- they still are till today- in which 
people interact together.
It is a heritage site with a certain sensibility to it which can be used as a tangible 
resource for city interventions. 





d. A Tour in the Square: Architecture



e. A Tour in the Square: Ambience



f. Bab El Saray Square’s Culture in Layers

Here, I apply the same exercise to the Square as I did to Saida, to be-
come more specific and point things out. 
As a conclusion, the Bab El Saray Square is known for its cultural 
charcteristics, limitations, formal typology, and architecture elements- 
all of which define it and its resilience.





08 Knowledge Sharing 

a. Proposal: What is the Essence?
b. Culture 
c. Culture and Youth 
d. Creative Industries: a Link 
e. Knowledge Sharing 



a. Proposal: What is the Essence?

On the Urban Scale: 

I want to revitalize the Old Town by dealing with abandoned 
urban areas and reviving them. In addition, maintaining and 
adapting these areas (potential sites) to perform new functions 
to ensure cultural continuity. Also, engaging the Bab El Saray 
Square with the city fabric. I also want to use the Old Town into 
restoring the historic urban fabric through creating a network to 
achieve the reconnection I aim for. 

On the Architecture Scale: 

From the good learnings of the Old Town, it is well preserved 
in terms of buildings. However, preserving cultural production 
is just as important as preserving the buildings because that’s 
how you ensure cultural continuity from generation to genera-
tion. The connections with the Old Town aim to preserve them, 
their culture, knowledge, and craftsmanship through cultural 
continuity.

I want to introduce the idea of cultural continuity to Saida by 
introducing a place of exchange that happens on a socio-cultur-
al level. This would be the transitional space (in-between)of the 
Old Town and the Great Saida. I would achieve this through a 
cultural center in which craftsmen and inhabitants and the youth 
exchange knowledge and experiment with new innovative tech-
niques of the existing cultural craftsmanship (traditional trades 
and crafts such as fishing, farming, agriculture, carpentry, glass 
making, soap making, sweets making…)





b. Culture

According to a research conducted by the United Nations, culture has the power to transform societies, 
strengthen local communities and put forward a sense of identity and belonging for people. 

Culture needs to be fully integrated into urban strategies to ensure their sustainability, as well as a better 
quality of life for residents. It lies at the heart of urban renewal and innovation. 

The consideration of urban cultures in sustainable urbanization can serve as a strategic tool for city promo-
tion and development and are increasingly becoming an essential component in urban economic develop-
ment and regeneration. 

It plays an essential role in promoting sustainable social and economic development- especially for the 
youth as they can act as a bridge between cultures and between tradition and modernity. 



c. Culture and the Youth

To maximize the potential of culture as a vector for youth development is to:

Promote holistic youth development and participation through education

Enhance sustainability – Projects should be a starting point for the youth to have continuous interest and 
participate in the promotion and preservation of World Heritage.

Create and reinforce synergy between youth and heritage stakeholders



d. Creative Industries: a Link

According to the United Nations Industrial Development Organization, culture is the inspirational energy and 
knowledge that encourages many individuals- mainly the youth- to undertake new industrial ventures with 
a vision of the future transformation and continuity of their societies.

They address certain questions like:
Can a development model that does not take into account a culture that has existed for hundreds or thou-
sands of years be applied sustainably to any industrial sector?
What are the best ways to combine culture and civilization with creativity and innovation? 
How can the creativity of global youth be transformed into culture-based innovation, and how can such syn-
ergy be translated into development outcomes and entrepreneurship?

Some of the aims of the research are: identifying unique cultural features, appreciating the opportunities 
and values of creative products, and promoting cultural continuity.

On creating a linkage: set of knowledge-based activities centered around art and culture that can generate 
income through trade and intellectual property rights

In conclusion, development and continuity of cultural assets is supposed to happen through creative indus-
tries which are a key sector of new perspectives and technologies through sustainable national development 
strategies. 



The creative industry concept includes several subsectors that offer the potential for wealth and job cre-
ation. The contemporary world economy is in an innovation‐ rich phase that gives rise to creative industry. 
The creative industries are among the fastest growing sectors of the world economy.

Youth is key in such cases because they result in transforming their youthful energy into new ideas, organi-
zation and a future vision for societies.

The creative sector refers to aesthetics, identity and goods and services.

The subsectors include: advertising, arts, architecture, crafts, design, film and audiovisual media, as well as 
the agribusiness sector, textiles, fashion design, leather, furniture, food and even community-based tour-
ism-related services.

To generate new jobs, youth groups and peripheral communities transform the subsector to respond to new 
opportunities, utilizing creativity, rich cultural heritage and diverse knowledge to create competitive goods 
and services.

An economy’s future structure is determined by today’s investment in human capital and new skills. Invest-
ing in creative industries which share boundaries with the traditional cultural sector is investing in culture, 
as today’s arts and way of life become tomorrow’s heritage. 



e. Knowledge Sharing 

According to the WUF, through the exchange of knowledge, will permit to advance a sustainable develop-
ment agenda based on culture, creativity, and innovation.

The creative sector is a symbolic and social space where ethical values, psychic meaning and pleasures are 
displayed, enacted, negotiated and represented. 

The rise of creative industries began in the 1990s s they are an important area for investment in the new 
knowledge economy and boosting spiritual values and cultural identity.

The creative industries create networks between the people of a certain society. 

Traditional knowledge embedded within the craftsmen, in collaboration with the youth’s innovative thinking 
and techniques, provide possibilities to increase the value and ensure continuity of agribusiness and cultural 
craftsmanship.

In conclusion, investing in knowledge creation and training by upgrading the human resources capabilities 
of the creative sector through training in the arts. This means, educating young people with the focus on 
the development and coexistence in culture.

Hence, the creation of Apprenticeship/Dual System: which is a system by which a learner (the apprentice) 
acquires skills for a trade or craft at an enterprise, learning and working side-by-side experienced craft 
workers and artisans, usually complemented by classroom-based instruction. 







09 Saida Application 

a. Cultural Heritage of Saida: a Definition 
b. Creative Industries in Old Town Saida 
c. How- To of Existing Crafts 
d. Potential Programs: Local Case Studies  
e. Creative Industries in Old Town Saida:  
 a Conclusion



a. Cultural Heritage of Saida: 
  a Definition

Saida is known for so many cultural elements: agriculture, fishing, carpentry, soap making, sweets making, 
tailoring and embroidery, copperware, glass blowing, pottery,… that is to name a few.  

The elements of cultural Saida I want to focus on and revive are the same ones that would involve the 
youth’s investment to ensure their continuity, enhance the cultural heritage, and create a sustainable and 
economic growth.



b. Creative Industries in Old Town Saida 





c. How-To of Existing Crafts 



d. Potential Programs: 
 Local Case Studies 



e. Creative Industries in Old 
Town Saida: a Conclusion
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a. Potential Sites 



b. Potential Site: 
Zoning, Rules, and Regulations



c. Selected Site: Images 



d. Selected Site: Aerial View



e. Selected Site: Scale View



f. Selected Site: Program View



g. Selected Site: 
 Section and Photo Montage 
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a. Terrain Nature Along Site 



b. Urban Fabric Along Site 



c. Long Site Section 



d. Short Site Sections 



e. Zoning, Rules, and Regulations: 
  an Application



f. Potential Concept Proposal 
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e. Cut Plan at Level +10.00 m
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